
Audio Journalism IMMJ core skills: Audio



Assignment  
Audio Journalism Short News Feature

• Produce a short audio news feature 2.5 -3.5 mins long. 
Topic - China's retirement age for most men and 
women is 60 and 55 respectively. For others, it is 50. A 
new reform will raise retirement ages so that by 2045, 
the retirement age for both men and women will be 
65. 

• Your target publication is NPR. You will report an audio 
feature for their Parallels section. It will also be a suitable 
segment to air on NPR's Morning Edition.  

• Upload your audio file to SoundCloud and embed it on your 
website.

http://www.ecns.cn/cns-wire/2018/03-13/295606.shtml
http://www.ecns.cn/cns-wire/2018/03-13/295606.shtml
http://www.ecns.cn/cns-wire/2018/03-13/295606.shtml
http://www.ecns.cn/cns-wire/2018/03-13/295606.shtml
http://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/
https://soundcloud.com/


Your Publication / Audience

About 'Morning Edition' 

Every weekday for over three decades, Morning Edition has taken listeners 
around the country and the world with two hours of multi-faceted stories and 
commentaries that inform, challenge and occasionally amuse. Morning 
Edition is the most listened-to news radio program in the country.


Produced and distributed by NPR in Washington, D.C., Morning Edition draws 
on reporting from correspondents based around the world, and producers and 
reporters in locations in the United States. This reporting is supplemented by 
NPR Member Station reporters across the country as well as independent 
producers and reporters throughout the public radio system.



Your Publication / Audience

Parallels: MANY STORIES, ONE WORLD 


Parallels was a NPR blog that ran from 2013 to 2018.


It's a big, confusing, messy world, and Parallels draws on NPR correspondents 
around the globe to connect the dots and make sense of it all.




Assignment  
Audio Journalism Short News Feature

• Find your angle / focus - make sure it’s fact not opinion based! 

• Cover the  WWWWW+H relevant to your focus 

• Interviews with multiple sources (at least 3) representing different perspectives   

• Ambient sounds recorded in the environment where the story is taking place (aim to 
record 10, use a minimum of 5) 

• Include information, facts & data to support and add context / background the story. 
(Attribute it!) 

• You do not need to include an anchor / host lede (do this in a para text intro instead) 

• Post your sound to your blog using Sound cloud 

• Shoot one single header picture  

• Publication - NPR’s morning edition



Assignment  
Audio Journalism Short News Feature

• This story already has a fairly narrow angle - you could be easy 
on your self and simply focus on the new reform and attitudes 
toward it.  

• If you want to take a different spin you can, perhaps focusing 
on pensions or women… but you’ll need to research hard.  

• Listen to plenty of NPR reports, listen to the morning edition 
every day! 

• It’s clear from some of the texts that you are not consuming 
enough news. It’s the single most important thing you can do. 
Watch, read, listen!



Assignment  
Audio Journalism Short News Feature

• Parks 

• Hutongs 

• Where do people pick up pensions? Is there a set day? 

• Where else do elderly folks gather? 

• Where might ave some good sound potential?



Links for preliminary background reading

• http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/opinion/2017-07/25/content_30232701.htm 

• https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1002535/give-up-your-pension-for-the-
good-of-the-nation%2C-senior-proposes 

• http://www.pionline.com/article/20180205/ONLINE/180209901/chinas-
next-debt-bomb-is-an-aging-population 

• https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-china-pension-funds/global-fund-
managers-eye-trillion-dollar-pension-business-in-china-idUKKBN1GX0L9 

• https://news.cgtn.com/news/3d3d414e7863544e7a457a6333566d54/
share_p.html 

• https://www.caixinglobal.com/2018-08-27/chinas-social-security-
balancing-act-101319007.html

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/opinion/2017-07/25/content_30232701.htm
https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1002535/give-up-your-pension-for-the-good-of-the-nation%2C-senior-proposes
https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1002535/give-up-your-pension-for-the-good-of-the-nation%2C-senior-proposes
http://www.pionline.com/article/20180205/ONLINE/180209901/chinas-next-debt-bomb-is-an-aging-population
http://www.pionline.com/article/20180205/ONLINE/180209901/chinas-next-debt-bomb-is-an-aging-population
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-china-pension-funds/global-fund-managers-eye-trillion-dollar-pension-business-in-china-idUKKBN1GX0L9
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-china-pension-funds/global-fund-managers-eye-trillion-dollar-pension-business-in-china-idUKKBN1GX0L9
https://news.cgtn.com/news/3d3d414e7863544e7a457a6333566d54/share_p.html
https://news.cgtn.com/news/3d3d414e7863544e7a457a6333566d54/share_p.html
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2018-08-27/chinas-social-security-balancing-act-101319007.html
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2018-08-27/chinas-social-security-balancing-act-101319007.html


CONTENTS
1) Intro: 10 - 12 

• The power of audio  

• listening vs reading  

2) Audio Skills 1: 1 - 1.45 

• General intro 

• Equipment 

• Mics & Setting up 

• Audio formats 

3) Audio Skills 2: 2 - 2.45 

• Proximity 

• Clean sound 

• Levels 

4) Audio Exercise 2.45 - 3.30 

• Gather ambient sound + 1 interview 

5) Writing Exercise 4.00 - 4.30



CONTENTS

1) intro: 10 - 12 

• The power of audio  

• listening vs reading  



Audio Journalism

• Audio Journalism was once the exclusive domain of radio, confined 
to the medium and restricted by time and programming constraints.  

• The emergence of the web has freed audio journalism, smart 
phones make it even more accessible and audio journalism & 
podcasting are growing and important skills. 

• Newsrooms (without traditional radio departments) are all building 
podcast teams. NYT, Guardian, Washington Post etc.  

• Serialised in depth feature podcasts are also a growing trend 

What are some unique characteristics of audio journalism? 



Audio Journalism

Audio Journalism is easy to produce. The equipment can fit into your pocket.  

Audio literally gives sources a “voice.” By using sound their words, tones and 
inflections can be heard, not just described.  

Ambient sound can transport the audience to a location. 

Sound allows listeners to “see” with the best lens of all, the mind. Sounds fires the 
imagination and allows listeners to draw their own pictures. 

Audio journalism at this point is largely unexplored. People who get into it now 
have an opportunity to define the form. The next generation can experiment and be 
creative without having the burdens of “tradition” 

Audio is a presentation form that allows the audience to multitask. Reading text 
and watching video demand the full attention of the visitor. Audio lets the audience 
do something else in addition to taking in the information.  

It’s perfect for Mobile journalism



Audio & Multimedia

• Stand alone audio is a core media skill that’s often less easy to integrate into a 
mixed media story. 

• Pure audio typically still stands alone – either in traditional radio or podcasting. 

• But it can be used and interesting and various ways with a little creativity! So 
reporters and journalism students shouldn’t think about sound as an exclusively 
radio format. It’s a reporting tool that can be used and delivered in many ways. 

• https://www.revealnews.org/nightshift  

• https://readymag.com/ngibsonphoto/PassingThroughDarkness/2/ 

• https://www.wsj.com/articles/maid-in-hong-kong-fights-for-justice-against-
abuser-1412231262?tesla=y

https://www.revealnews.org/nightshift
https://readymag.com/ngibsonphoto/PassingThroughDarkness/2/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/maid-in-hong-kong-fights-for-justice-against-abuser-1412231262?tesla=y
https://www.wsj.com/articles/maid-in-hong-kong-fights-for-justice-against-abuser-1412231262?tesla=y








Audio & Multimedia

• And of course audio is a critical 50% of video 

• While You are less likely to use stand alone audio within 
your long form multimedia reporting, you will use audio 
skills in your video reporting. Competent audio recording 
and editing is an essential skill.   

• Some videographers also output video as audio 
journalism. Many BBC journalists do this.



Newsrooms (without tradition radio departments) are building out podcast 
teams. NYT, Guardian, Washington Post etc 



Audio Journalism

• Journalism is often about giving a “voice to the voiceless”. 
With audio journalism, you hear direct voice, emotion, 
ambient sounds, and delivery of your sources. Whether 
we produce for a podcast or online for a multimedia story 
or for radio, basic practice remains the same.  

• If your not a big radio listener it’s important to first 
understand what makes good audio journalism. NPR is a 
good place to start - high quality audio journalism, for 
both short form, news and long form features. 

• I also have a lot of podcasts to recommend later…



Audio Journalism

• To be a good audio journalist you’ll need to start by 
listening. You won’t be a good audio journalist and you 
won’t be able to complete your assignment this week if 
you only think about producing! You’ll need to do plenty 
of listening first.  

• See examples in the online class notes. 



Enough talking let’s listen



A Harrowing, Mountain-Scaling Commute For 
Chinese School kids: NPR’s Morning Edition

http://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2016/09/25/493916854/a-harrowing-
mountain-scaling-commute-for-chinese-schoolkids


Listen one time, then listen again and answer questions on following page 

http://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2016/09/25/493916854/a-harrowing-mountain-scaling-commute-for-chinese-schoolkids
http://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2016/09/25/493916854/a-harrowing-mountain-scaling-commute-for-chinese-schoolkids


Listen & learn

• what the story about? 

• whose voices did we hear? 

• what general information did you learn? 

• what facts / details did you learn or remember? 

• images / imagination? 

• ambient sounds? atmosphere? 

• How did the story lead in? 

• What were the main points covered in the body of the story? 

• How did it wrap up?



Exercise

Read the PDF text version of the story 

Text Version - Mountain Scaling Commute 

5 mins 



Exercise

Now let’s go back and listen to the story and compare 
the experience 



Listen & learn

• How do the text and audio stories differ?



Chasing China's Doomsday Cult - BBC Documentary  

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/radio4/cc/cc_20140814-1115a.mp3


Listen to the first 5 minutes and discuss

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/radio4/cc/cc_20140814-1115a.mp3


Power of audio

• Personal - Allows reporters to inject intonation and personal perception of events. 

• Intimate - Easy to produce. Small, simple equipment - participants feel very comfortable  

• Presence – Recording on location literally brings audiences to the story 

• Emotions - Hearing the tone and pace of the reporters and interviewees voice can be 
compelling 

• Voice – Audio literally gives sources a “voice.” By using sound rather than text, their words, 
tones and emotions can be heard, not just described.  

• Atmosphere – Recording natural sounds, weather, crowd noises, whatever is happening in the 
scene helps to pull the listener in Ambient sound increases the richness of the experience. 

• Imagination - As the reporter describes the scene the listener visualises, we can also engage 
sense of smell, touch. The imagination is evocative - transportive. Paint vivid pictures! 

• Mobile - Listening in the car or while commuting  



Listen & learn

• Long form audio documentary. Listen at home… 

• Longer form - listen to This American Life: ‘Held 
Hostage’ A kidnapping victim in Colombia spends his 
nights listening to a radio station that plays messages 
from the families of the kidnapped. That and other stories 
of people held captive—by criminals, by paperwork, and 
in one man's case, his own body—and the ways they try 
to cope. 

• Also try BBC documentaries, Reveal, Embedded 



Remember

• Not all audio journalism is done on location, just like hard 
news and features are some times made from the desk 
with research and phone calls - that can work for audio 
too.  

• For IMMJ purposes we’ll generally produce location 
audio journalism. Certainly for this assignment you need 
to go on location, get location sound and interview 
people face to face. 



Audio Journalism

• Today’s audio journalism includes hard news, features and documentary - derived from 
traditional conventions of radio. These stories mix reporting, interviews and ambient 
sound. 

• Radio such as NPR and BBC or podcasts like NYT Daily - deliver hard daily news  

• Radio and Podcasts such as NPR and BBC also deliver features and documentaries 

• Podcasts such as This American Life, Serial, 99% Invisible and and Radiolab are 
examples of literary reportage or narrative journalism (nonfiction, factual reporting 
with narrative techniques traditionally associated with fiction).  

• Other radio and podcast segments deliver opinion, interviews and ‘call ins’.  

• Not all radio or podcasts are audio journalism of course. Especially in the podcast 
explosion - many programmes are simply storytelling - and while they may focus on 
real stories or even news issues they may not adhere to strict journalistic methodology 
and may fall into the realm of opinion and entertainment. 

http://www.thisamericanlife.org/podcast
http://serialpodcast.org/
http://99percentinvisible.org/
http://www.radiolab.org/series/podcasts/
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-nonfiction-1691434
https://www.thoughtco.com/narrative-composition-term-1691417




Podcast recommendations

• NYT The Daily 

• Caliphate  

• On The Media 

• Ear Hustle 

• Love & Radio 

• Radiolab 

• Reveal 

• Death, Sex and Money 

• BBC Seriously 

• BBC Global News Hour 

• NPR The Indicator 

• BBC The Inquiry 

• How Sound 

• More or Less Behind the Stats 

• The Masterclass 

• This American Life 

• Criminal

https://art19.com/shows/caliphate


Read more at www.cjr.org/innovations/how-to-make-a-podcast.php

“The team behind Serial’s latest blockbuster, S-
Town, recently broke records with 16 million 
downloads in the first week. Traditional news 
outlets like The New York Times and NPR are 

currently battling it out for the top spot on the 
daily news podcast beat. And Buzzfeed 
announced that Ben Smith, its editor in 

chief, is getting in on the action with the 
launch of an interview show called NewsFeed.”

https://www.cjr.org/criticism/serial_s_town_podcast.php
https://www.cjr.org/criticism/serial_s_town_podcast.php
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/05/arts/s-town-podcast-blockbuster-status.html?rref=collection%2Fbyline%2Famanda-hess&action=click&contentCollection=undefined&region=stream&module=stream_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=1&pgtype=collection
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/05/arts/s-town-podcast-blockbuster-status.html?rref=collection%2Fbyline%2Famanda-hess&action=click&contentCollection=undefined&region=stream&module=stream_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=1&pgtype=collection
https://www.cjr.org/business_of_news/podcast-npr-new-york-times-up-front.php
https://www.recode.net/2017/4/6/15201270/buzzfeed-ben-smith-podcast


Listen & learn

Take  out your phones  

find you podcast app or download one 

Download one or two journalism podcasts 

Check sections & programs on www.npr.org/
programs  

download the NPR ONE app



A Byproduct Of A Refugee Crisis: Child Labor

http://www.npr.org/2017/10/07/556320326/a-byproduct-of-
a-refugee-crisis-child-labor



Will The Palestinian Authority Take Control Of Gaza Again? 
NPR

Here’s another to  listen to at 
home - www.wbur.org/
hereandnow/2017/10/06/
palestinian-authority-gaza 

Your assignment will follow 
this layout 

• headline 

• picture 

• intro paragraph 

• embedded audio file 

http://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2017/10/06/palestinian-authority-gaza
http://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2017/10/06/palestinian-authority-gaza
http://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2017/10/06/palestinian-authority-gaza


equipment + technique 
recorders / mics / audio formats 
/ proximity / levels + monitoring

Workshop: 



• Go to Skills workshop PPT



Exercise - interview skills

• Go out in the Uni campus 

• Capture 5 ambient sounds (think quality - monitor and get close!) 

• Make an interview with one person about what they like and dislike 
about the campus 

• If the interview doesn’t go well (it’s boring) Do more until one works! It 
should take around 3-5 mins pp - no more! 

• Plan your questions 5 mins, go! 

• Come back to class in 40 mins sharp! 

• We want good clean sound recorded at around -6 db!s



Exercise - Feature writing

• Read the story 

• Underline the FACTS and QUOTES in the story 

• Does the story have a clear focus? 

• What is it? 

• Are the FACTS and QUOTES relevant to the focus? 

• Are some key WWWWW+H questions relevant to the focus answered? 

• Is the lead relevant to the focus? 

• Does the ending link to the focus?



Exercise - Feature writing

• Take a closer look at the FACTS 

• Are the sources credible and reliable? 

• Are they attributed?



Exercise - Feature writing

• Read at your partners feature one time all the way through 

• Go back and highlight the: 

• the DESCRIPTION 

• the ANECDOTES 

• How about the quotes / description / anecdotes? are they 
interesting? engaging? 

• Is the piece overall well written? Did you learn something? Was 
it interesting and engaging to read? Any big missing question?



Editing workshop



Editing workshop



Editing

• Setting up a project - boring but really important Project structure in 
a single folder 

• Premiere tour 

• Cutting 

• Layering 

• Smoothing 

• Filters 

• Exporting



Editing

Working with several different media simultaneously can 
prove problematic, as you have to deal with multiple media 
files. To ensure you can easily move projects from one 
computer to another it’s a good idea to keep a simple 
project folder structure for each file type e.g. audio, video, 
images, and a project folder for your Premiere file. 

It can be useful to re-label your sounds to make finding key 
recordings easier. If you have used voice tags for your 
ambient sounds recordings this should be a quick and easy 
process



Editing

All to open premiere  - Go to Video Editing Workshop PPT



Reporting 



Find the story focus - then nut graph

• If you don’t know what your story is about how will your 
audience? 

• First research, think of a focus, research a little more to 
tighten 

• http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/production/radio/
producing/article/art20130702112135704

http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/production/radio/producing/article/art20130702112135704
http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/production/radio/producing/article/art20130702112135704




plan / structure 

• Figure out which sources you need 

• Who / when / what / when / why / how 

• Plan your questions carefully to reveal your focus 

• beginning / middle / end (you won’t know this yet - but 
you can anticipate)



plan / structure 

• The Five "W"s and the "H” This are the crux questions of all 
news. Brainstorm around your focus.  

• Also to brain storm - If your story is about raising the 
retirement age - Who are the stakeholders (people with an 
interest or concern) /other people involved? How will it effect 
different people and the economy? 

• What are the issues / trends / data / facts?  

• What is the current situation / challenge? What’s the 
movement in the story? Anything being done to tackle the 
challenges? 



plan / structure 

• The Five "W"s and the "H”  

• Brain storm - If your story is about water pollution?  

• Who are the stakeholders (people with an interest or 
concern) /other people involved? citizens / polluters / 
government / community groups?  

• What are pollution rates / issues / data / facts?  

• What is or is not being done to tackle it? Where is the 
pollution? Where does it come from? How is the pollution 
affecting people and the city? Why is there so much pollution? 



• Think about the basic structure of your news report in a 
similar way as structuring your written reports. Hook, lead, 
beginning, middle end… sure audio and written stories do 
differ - but we are just starting out here!



Steps - pre-production / production / post

• Do your research and planning - Read about the issue online - make sure you know the 
background of the story. Plan - where will you go? Who do you want to talk to? Which 
questions will you ask? What time of day might be best?  

• Go report - gather your ingredients - sound-bites, sounds, facts, anecdotes, 
observations for descriptions. You’ll probably need to do some more online research to 
follow up information and verify things you heard in the field. 

• Listen to your interviews, select the best sound bytes and sounds as well as the most 
interesting and relevant facts and information  

• Write the script - work it, read and adjust, read and adjust - record  

• Edit and lay over ambient tracks 

• Structure - a lede that will draw people in, a nutgraph to keep your audience reading, a 
body with substance – good facts and rich quotes and an ending - something for the 
audience to take away…



Report and record Street interviews

• Smile People won’t stop if you don’t look welcoming. 

• Learn to take rejection - remember it’s nothing to do with you. (It’s not you it’s me ;) 

• Listen carefully to what people say - "From listening to what people say you can 
pick up some of the most interesting facts.” You might even change, or refocus 
your story… 

• Changing your story is good! It means you are doing original reporting. 

• Ask open questions - Ones that start with "what" "why" "how" etc. 

• two question trick 

• Speak to a variety of people to get different experiences and perspectives 

• http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/production/article/art20130702112136311

http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/production/article/art20130702112136311




Report and record 

• Have a conversation 

• You are not a police investigator :) 

• 2 question trick



Report and record - room acoustics

• http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/production/article/
art20130702112135999 

• Room acoustics are the foundations of radio. They are used 
to create atmosphere or minimise unwanted background 
noise in order to get the cleanest possible sound. 

• "We want a context for what we're recording without extra 
noises." – Giles Aspen 

• There are some basic principles involved in recording in most 
rooms. Giles Aspen, studio manager for BBC Radio, takes us 
through them.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/production/article/art20130702112135999
http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/production/article/art20130702112135999




Report and record

• Room tone



transcribe + select

• Getting Started: Logging Tape - After you’ve finished reporting, 
it’s time to log your tape. This means listening to everything you’ve 
recorded and writing it up.  

• Transcribe and translate quotes you know you are going to use in 
full, note who’s saying what. Use Timecode!! 

• You don’t have to log the soundbites or sections you know you 
won’t use. Just give a reference to what’s being said and a 
timecode.  

• Highlight or mark tracks you know you want to come back to.  

• Name your ambient sounds 



transcribe + select

• Reformulate your focus into a nut graph before you start 
to select your bytes and before you start to write 

• Having a clear focused nut graph, means you know 
exactly what your story is about and what you want to 
communicate - this makes selecting facts and sound 
bytes easy!



transcribe + select

• Choosing Your soundbites   
After you’ve logged tape, select the soundbites you want to 
use (soundbites are also called quotes, cuts or actualities).  

• Sound bytes generally shouldn’t be longer than 30 seconds. 
You only have a few minutes to tell your stories (If you have a 
long byte, break it up by para phrasing with narration or to 
make it more concise).  

• Don’t just choose bytes purely based on information; 
consider how it’s said - does it describe something, or is it 
delivered with emotion? Does it make you laugh or cry? Your 
actualities should advance the story and make it interesting.



Write script + transitions (narration)

• Starting to Write 
• After all your research & reporting and now you’ve identified the 
nut graph – the dominant point you want to communicate.  

• What facts illuminate or help develop this theme? (Give me data + 
attribution) 

• What is the principal impression you want to leave with the 
viewer? (What are you saying) 

• What is the most significant or interesting part of the story? (What 
made you sit up) 

• What is necessary for understanding this story? (Give me context) 
• What can you leave out? (Yawn)



Step by Step

Find the story 

• Research, find 
Focus (question/ 
Idea) 

• More research, 
Tighten focus 

Plan 

• sources / 
location 

• questions 
WWWWW+H

Report and record 

• interviews / sound bytes 

• ambient sounds  / room 
tone for interviews 

• transcribe + select 

• transcribe interviews 
(otranscribe) 

• Reformulate your focus 
into a nut graph 

• Choose your facts + 
sound bytes 

• Sketch script - structure a 
beginning, middle and 
end  

• Write + record narration

Edit  

Edit interviews + 
bring in ambient 
sounds 

Write your intro 

Don't forget to 
make a picture! 

Upload + Embed  

Music (no thanks)



News Value& ethics



Attribution

• Attribution Attribution is the explanation of the source of 
the information in the news story.  

• It is also identifies who made the statements contained in 
quotes or paraphrases of quotes.  

• Attribution allows the reader to judge for herself whether 
the facts set out in the story have merit. 

• Check out NPR Ethics > Attribution

http://ethics.npr.org/tag/attribution/


Audio Ethics - Editing

• When editing interviews the most important rule - 
NEVER change the meaning of what the 
interviewee said.



Audio Ethics - Editing

• It's fine, even expected, that you will cut out ums, ers, 
long pauses, and other examples of verbal 
stalling - unless their verbal stalling is key part of the 
story, as in the case of a politician ducking tough 
questions or somebody caught with emotion. 

• It's okay, even recommended, that you will cut out 
extraneous words. 



Audio Ethics - Editing

• You can cut extra words, so long as you avoid a jumpy 
cut 



Audio Ethics - Editing

• Before: "I think that, you know, that, the university should lower tuition 
fees." 
After: "The university should lower tuition fees." 

• You can cut out reiterations, so long as you avoid a jumpy cut that 
sounds unnatural or like an obvious edit.  
Before: "The students in the new program, the students, their families, 
and their teachers will welcome this change." 
After: "The students in the new program, their families, and their 
teachers will welcome this change." 

• You can cut clauses to shorten, so long as you don't change 
meaning.  
Before: "The police arrested a man, I could see him from across the 
street, he was carrying a large green knapsack on his back." 
After: "The police arrested a man, he was carrying a large green 
knapsack on his back."



Audio Ethics - Editing

• In other words, it's okay to make edits that help 
someone sound sharper, tighter, clearer. It's NEVER 
okay to change the meaning of what they said. 

• It's also okay to use excerpts or clips from an interview in a 
different order in your story than they appeared in the 
original interview. Similarly, it's okay to ask someone to 
identify themselves at the end of the interview, and use 
that at the beginning of the interview on the air. 

• When using the interview, or excerpts from it, on the air, or 
on the web, always identify the 
speaker somewhere. No-name clips should generally 
be avoided or they need to be explained.



Audio Ethics – Conducting interviews

• It's not okay to tell someone what to say. It is okay 
to re-ask or rephrase a question to allow someone 
another chance to collect his or her thoughts and answer 
it again. 

• Often, they are clearer and more succinct the second 
time around. 



Audio Ethics – nat sound

• The most important rule - NEVER use sound you did not record 
yourself at the scene or while doing your research. In news, it is not 
okay to use canned sound effects, sound from previous reports, or 
fabricated sound. 

• For example, if you interview a carpenter but fail to record the sound of him 
at work in his workshop, you can't just record yourself using a hammer at 
home later and pretend, in your report, that it is the sound of the carpenter 
at work.  
                                                     
If you cover an outdoor protest where demonstrators are singing John 
Lennon's Imagine, but a windy day created some mike noise, you cannot 
just substitute the sound from another demonstration the previous week 
where different protestors sang the same song. 

• You can't do either of these things and honour the first principle of 
journalism - accuracy.  



This is a section designed to help you when 
you are writing your script at home!



Write script + transitions (narration)

• Starting to Write 
As you start writing your script, you should already have 
a good idea what your story’s going to sound like. You’ve 
listened to all the interviews and ambiance. Chosen 
possible sound bytes. You should have a nut graph and 
information & data from your reporting & research.  

• Once you have all the elements. Start writing your script 
by laying out all your sound bites in the order you think 
you’re going to use them. Then start writing your 
narration around them.



Write script + transitions (narration)

• Anchor Intros or Lead ins   
The place to start is usually the “anchor intro”- this is 
what the announcer/host will say to introduce your story. 
An anchor intro quickly sets up your story and puts it in 
context, without giving away too much. It should also 
introduce you, the reporter/producer. 

• We won’t be doing this today - you’ll write one instead



Write script + transitions (narration)

• Telling a Story  
As you write your narration, try to tell a story with a 
beginning, middle, and end. Draw listeners into the story 
by setting a scene, raising a question, playing a evocative 
noise, or introducing a character.  

• Pretend you are telling a friend 

• And when you wrap up your story, usually don’t end with 
a sound-byte or just a sign off. You should get the last 
word, even if it’s just a short sentence.



Write script + transitions (narration)

• Mix Things Up  
Use bites of varying length. A series of 20-second vo’s 
interspersed with 10-second bites will be monotonous. 

• Be conversational. Your narration should sound as 
natural as possible, like you’re telling a story to a friend, 
this means writing in a style that sounds as relaxed as 
possible. Use phrases and words you normally use. 
When you read your narration aloud, do you sound like 
yourself? 



Write script + transitions (narration)

• Be visual. Give your listeners a chance to imagine the 
people, places and things in your story. Create a sense of 
scene; describe people; include interesting sounds. Avoid 
a story that’s just a series of talking heads or facts. 

• Be concise. Long sentences usually don’t work too well 
in radio (but there are exceptions). Mix up your sentence 
structure. It’s surprisingly easy to fill 3 or 4 minutes of 
airtime- so don’t overwrite. 

• Beware of too many numbers - or give comparatives 



Write script + transitions (narration)

• Be energetic. Use the active voice. Use punchy verbs 
and contractions. Mind your tenses – don’t switch back 
and forth between past and present. Most radio stories 
are done in present tense. Some exceptions include 
commentaries, and news stories about past events.



Write script + transitions (narration)

• You’ll need to craft your 5 w’s into a script 

• A lead (one or two sentences)  

• A “nut graph” para 

• A body directly supporting your lede & nutgraph containing 
your… Supporting quotes (sound bytes) Contextual 
Information (Facts, figures, information) Analysis   

• An ending 

• Don’t forget attribution



Write script + transitions (narration)

• The lead is usually defined as the first sentence or two of 
a news story. It’s the beginning of your story. 

• Should be grab the reader, be economical and contain 
some of the important 5 w’s of your story 

• If you don’t grab with the lede expect to lose your listener



Write script + transitions (narration)

• If your lede is what your story is about, your nut graph is: 
Why do I care? 

• Why is your story important? Why does it matter?



Write script + transitions (narration)

• You’ll need quotes that back up your story lede & 
nutgraph and angle as well as engage the audience 

• Contextual info / data 

• Analysis - where you explain and interpret events / 
information & data 



Write script + transitions (narration)

• A final paragraph to tie your story together, connecting 
the body back to the nut graph. 

• You don’t need to repeat your nutgraph, but the ending 
should build on it to create greater meaning.



Write script + transitions (narration) Write for 
the ear

• Writing for radio is different than writing for print. You’re 
writing for the ear, not the eye. Listeners have to get it the 
first time around- they can’t go back and hear it again 
(unlike re-reading a sentence in a magazine). And while a 
reader may get up and come back to an article, a radio 
listener who gets up may not come back. So you want to 
grab their attention and hold onto it for as long as 
possible.  

• Rich quotes and ambient sound!



Ethics

• http://j-source.ca/article/ethical-guidelines-editing-audio 

• http://mindymcadams.com/tojou/2007/truth-in-audio-
have-you-crossed-an-ethical-line/

http://j-source.ca/article/ethical-guidelines-editing-audio
http://mindymcadams.com/tojou/2007/truth-in-audio-have-you-crossed-an-ethical-line/
http://mindymcadams.com/tojou/2007/truth-in-audio-have-you-crossed-an-ethical-line/


Optional Exercise - plan your interview

• What’s going to be your focus? 

• Select your direct quotes 

• Beginning middle end 

• lead in? 

• lead out? 

• Facts / information / context in the body?


